Cuiken Primary Home Learning Grid
Literacy – Reading
Revise reading set 1 sounds. Think of a word
that begins with the sound.
Use this website to find the schedule of RWI
Set 1 speed sounds youtube lesson on every
morning at 9.30am.
You will find a list of the set 1 sounds under the
literacy tab of the Google Classroom, in
classwork.

Literacy – Writing
Practice writing as many of your set 1 sounds as
possible. If you have access to a whiteboard,
sand, cornflour or shaving foam you may want
to make learning more fun and use these for
the learner to write the sounds using their
specific stories to help with formation.

Can you tell a grown up or sibling a story orally?
Start it with once Upon a time. Could you make
some puppets to help you tell your story? If
you’d like to share the story I’d love to read or
hear it. This can be uploaded on the google
classroom!
*Start with once upon a time
*Who is in the story?
*What happens?
*Ending

https://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/find-outmore/parents/

Numeracy

Maths

Double numbers to 5 using your fingers show
each number on each hand and put together to
show what happens when they’re added
together! Can you write the sum? Eg - 2+2=4

Money - Can you get some coins up to £1 and
identify them? Mix them up and see if you can
point to the coin the adult asks you to. Look at
the shapes and sizes of these coins to help you
remember them.

Challenge - double numbers to 10. Use materials
to show the two amounts and count them
altogether to find out the answer.

Literacy – Talking and Listening

HWB
Take part in Joe wicks PE lessons on YouTube
starting from Monday 11th at 9am! You can join
in at 9am or later that day if it’s suits you
better. You will find these videos on Joe Wicks
you tube page.

Learning through Play – Set up a shop or post
office, allow the child to take money, give
change, and identify amounts up to £1.

French

Family Learning

Learning Across the Curriculum

Access lingobox learning online. This weeks
lesson is on sport. You can access this video
using the links in the google classroom, under
French tab. Session will begin at 11am Friday
15th January.

Can you bake or help prepare dinner with your
grown up? Use the ingredients and discuss the
steps you need to take! I’d love to see pictures
on Twitter or Google Classroom.
Could you draw a picture and write some key
words from the instructions or to name some
of the ingredients.

Music - Before the Christmas Break we received
2 lessons on body percussion and different beats
from around the world! We used our bodies as
percussion and followed a story. Access ‘Down in
the Jungle’ here and ask pupils to follow it!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQk9l2CiBTA

Complete each activity on the grid – these can be completed in Green Jotter you were given.

